Nail Glides

9-Light Duty, Steel Base, (Nail Glide) with Rubber Cushion These steel glides have a rubber cushion on top of the nickel plated steel base which reduces noise. The nail presses easily into the wood.

10-Light Duty, Flat Plastic Base, (Nail Glide) These nail glides have a flat plastic base. The nail presses easily into the wood.

10A-Light Duty, Flat Plastic Base, (Nail Glide) with Rubber Cushion These nail glides have a flat plastic white nylon base with black rubber cushion. The nail presses easily into the wood.

10B-Light Duty, Brown Flat Plastic Base, (Nail Glide) These nail glides have a flat plastic brown nylon base. The nail presses easily into the wood.

10C-Light Duty, Swivel Nail Glide This nail glide has a brass finish and white plastic base. It swivels approximately 15°.

10D & 10E - Light Duty Oval Nail Glides
Nail Glides, Sliders and Bumpers

11-Light Duty, (Oval) Plastic Base, (Nail Glide) These nail glides have a white oval plastic base. The nail presses easily into the wood.

11A - Nail Felt Glides

11B - Oval Felt Glides

11C - Rivet Nail Felt Glides - Brown (left) & Grey

11D - Rivet Polymer Sliders

11E - Nail-in Rubber Bumpers

11F - Dual Nail Glide

PTFE Nail Sliders

11G-PTFE Nail Sliders with Rubber Cushion

These PTFE nail sliders (similar to Teflon®) have a gray base with a black rubber top cushion.